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An alternative method for the development of second language
acquisition and literacy in a second language program was explored.

A

collection of Spanish children's songs and lessons utilizing "whole
language" teaching strategies were compiled to supplement the language
arts cµrriculum.

The premise for this study was that children's songs

could be used to develop activities that would enhance second language
acquisition and literacy skills.

Implications for the integration of music

to provide a cogent transitional vehicle from spoken to written language
structures are discussed .
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

Focus of Study:

Reasons and Justifications

The title of this work, "A Whole-Language Approach
Integrating Children's Songs in Spanish to Enhance Language
Acquisition and Literacy in the Spanish Immersion Primary Grades",
deals with areas that are complex and is some cases, still
theoretical.

The terms:

"Whole-Language", "Approach", "Language

Acquisition", and "Spanish Immersion", lend themselves to various
interpretations.

For those reasons, they are discussed below as they

apply to the focus of this study.
Whole Language Theory
"Whole-Language" refers to language that is kept in its original
state and not separated into isolated meaningless parts.

The goal of

Whole-language instruction is to keep language intact and involve
children in using it functionally and purposefully to meet their own
needs.

1
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Essential to a whole-language approach is the need for
instructional materials to be meaningful to the child and that the
language be treated as a meaningful message from an author to a
reader.

Whole-language curriculum meets the needs of the learner

by providing him or her opportunities to learn in meaningful ways.
Whole-language curriculum attempts to feature authentic, not
contrived material.
The integration of children's songs into the curriculum fit the
needs of the whole-language approach readily.

Children's songs

provide experiences with common phrases, sentence structures, and
syntax patterns (through a whole-language approach).

Singing

children's songs with children will open to them the experiences of
the culture, of sharing and experiencing language production in the
group, and will provide them with a musical framework for the
recall and singing back of language patterns.

The use of music

(children's songs) to teach oral language and to preserve oral
literature is as old as human culture.

It has certainly been a vehicle

for enhancing spoken language and transmitting culture to children
for most of human history.

The songs, chants, and rhythms of
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childhood found in various cultures play a significant role in
childhood development and help to connect one generation to the next
(Raines 1990).
Whole Language Approach
The term "Approach" in this paper means methodology.

The

whole-language approach to teaching means acceptance of the
The teacher is no longer a "know-it-all"

learner as a problem solver.
but instead a facilitator.

This approach empowers the child by

validating "his or her way".

The intention of the whole-language

approach is to liberate the student from his or her teacher by
requiring him or her to think and act independently.

In whole-

language methodology the teacher interacts with the students, both
orally and through writing.

The children also interact with each

other, conversing as they plan and work in groups.

Talking is

encouraged because oral language development is thought to lead to
progress in all other subjects.
The whole-language approach generates intrinsic rather than
extrinsic motivation because children are involved in what they are
doing.

Activities and information generated by the child are
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considered relevant both to the child and his or her teacher.
The child is motivated because he or she thought of the idea.

The

teacher can use these ideas to discover what the child knows, what
his or her interests are, and how to effectively guide the child's
learning.

The use of language experience and student-made

materials is consistent with this approach.

What the child already

knows is used to investigate, expand, and expound.
The whole-language approach to literacy is based on recent
psycholinguistic research in the reading process by such people as
Kenneth and Veta Goodman and Frank Smith. These researchers, and
others, view reading as an active process, whereby the reader makes
predictions using language cues, such as graphophonemic,
grammatical, or semantic.

He or she then confirms these predictions

and integrates what was read into his or her worldview (Rupp,
1986).

Since learners must always focus on comprehension, and the
communication of meaning, the teacher tries to facilitate this by
using functional language in materials, exercises and activities.
Although no two teachers will practice the same methodology
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identically or have identical programs, this need not alter the fact
that the practice is comprehension-centered and child-centered
(Rich, 1985).
Language Acguisition Theory
The term "Language Acquisition" as used in this paper is the
ability to comprehend and produce language.

Language acquisition is

a phenomenon that has intrigued psycholinguists throughout history.
Through observations of children; language learning theories were
formulated that led teachers to a better understanding of how best
to facilitate the language learning of their students.
One of the cornerstones of language research is that children
learn language naturally and developmentally.

Studies of language

acquisition demonstrated that children learned to use language as
active agents, constructing their own coherent views of the world
(Wagner, 1975).

Many psychologists proposed that infants were born

"wired" for seeking meaning and generalizeable patterns in their
language-saturated milieu.

It was theorized that when children
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discover a pattern, they try to extend it.

Beginning literacy

practices should reflect these acquisition theories of language as
natural, purposeful and functional.
Immersion Education
The term "Immersion" refers to a type of bilingual education in
which the usual curriculum is conducted in a second language which
is the medium of instruction rather than the object of instruction.
In this case, the Spanish language is used as the medium of
instruction.

Thus, the format of an immersion program is one in

which children who speak a dominant language of a society come to
school and are taught the standard curriculum entirely in a foreign
language.

The main goal of immersion programs is for students to

achieve functional proficiency in the second language and to acquire
an understanding and appreciation of another language and culture .
The employment of music (children's songs) in the Spanish
Immersion program facilitates the attainment of its main goal.
children are learning, practicing, and developing receptive and

The
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expressive language and vocabulary as well as acquiring an
understanding and appreciation for the language and culture, through
its music.
Bellevue Spanish Immersion Program
Inherent in the Spanish Immersion program at the Bellevue
School District is the focus on Spanish language proficiency and
literacy.

The pupils who complete this immersion program from

kindergarten through grade five are expected to communicate
(understand, speak, read and write) in Spanish with ability
approximating that of a pupil who is native to that language about
topics appropriate to their age level.

In order to meet this goal;

materials in Spanish are needed that are natural, purposeful, and
functional.

The materials should be meaningful as well as rich in

childhood experiences and culture.

Literacy practices in the Spanish

Immersion Program should be consistent with those of a regular
educational program and should reflect the acquisition theories of
language.

Regardless of the language used as the medium of

instruction the ultimate goal is for children to become proficient
and literate.
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As a second grade Spanish Immersion teacher at Bellevue, my
duties in accomplishing the complex task mentioned above is a
difficult one without the appropriate whole-language materials.
There is a scarcity of Spanish language materials which contain
authentic language patterns suitable for children learning in a
second language program.

Some materials are available that have

been translated into Spanish but in many cases are not
representative of the culture.

Related Theories and Practices
Music and children belong together.
appeal for children.

Music has great natural

It is unfortunate and disappointing if music

stops at the classroom door each day or is considered merely a
subject to be engaged in for 30 minutes each week.
celebration of language.

Music is a

It can help in making a miserable child a

happy child and school a joyous place. Those reasons alone would
justify it being an integral part of our instructional day.

We should

capitalize on this natural appeal by developing activities directly
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related to music to assist in the instruction of reading, language
development and language arts and make learning a pleasant
undertaking.
Holdaway (1980) has stated that many times we become
confused by the complexities of teaching reading and therefore must
provide for the most sensible and obvious things first.

What are the

sensible and obvious things? What is common sense in teaching
children to read?

We should concur as a starting point that reading

is a language activity and whatever we do in teaching children to
read should be consistent with the nature and purpose of language.
The use of children's songs to address this complex task is
sensible and obvious as well as being consistent with the nature and
purposes of language.

Children's songs contain high frequencies of

familiar basic patterns of spoken language and puts readers in touch
with satisfying meanings.

They are also an excellent model to

introduce oral patterns in written form, since the language of many
such songs is composed of repetitious patterning and corresponds
structurally to the oral language patterns of children.
simultaneously see and say (sing) these patterns.

Children can
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As human beings, we have an innate receptiveness within us to
respond to the rhythmic patterns of language.

By using songs as

teaching material in the second language and foreign language
classrooms, we are merely capitalizing on this innate gift to
respond to language.
Once children have sung a song long enough to be comfortable
with the tune and the lyrics, they are ready to meet the lyrics in
written form.

Children meet fewer obstacles in making the

transition from spoken to written language if during the transition
I

period they experience written language with which they are
familiar.

It is an additional advantage when the written language

corresponds structurally to their spoken language patterns.
The easiest language for children to read is the language with
which they are familiar and comfortable (Allen, 1976).
Music and singing meet the criteria of the whole-language
approach readily.

Whole-language is alive and well in classrooms

where children are enjoying music and singing and where children
are connecting spoken and written language with meaningful
activity.

Researchers and educators are learning that children in
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cultures rich in music tend to develop learning and communication
skills more quickly than other children. The musical elements of
rhythm, melody and harmony add qualities beyond the written and
spoken words in promoting language acquisition and development.
Rhythm plays an important role in the child's development of
language.

Children seek rhythm when they speak.

It provides

children with comfort and confidence in their newly developing
usage of language.

Children feel a sense of mastery and

accomplishment when words begin to flow in his/her language.

)

The Spanish Immersion primary grades for whom this
collection of children's songs was designed is composed of
approximately 150 children.

There are two kindergarten classes,

two first-grade classes and two second-grade classes.

This

collection of children's songs along with the suggested wholelanguage activities was not designed for the purpose of replacing the
already existing Language Arts curriculum but to be used as a
supplement.

It presents activities for each grade level written in a

mixture of Spanish and English.

The activities list objectives,

resources, and methods of evaluation.
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Definition of Key Concepts and Terms
Whole-language

- The authentic and functional use of language in

its natural state.
Approach

- Methodology.

Language acquisition

- The ability to comprehend and produce

language.
Literacy

- The ability to read and write.

Immersion Education - An education program in which the
usual curriculum is conducted in a second language.
Spanish-Immersion Program

- A type of bilingual education program

in which the usual curriculum is conducted in Spanish which is the
medium of instruction rather than the object of instruction.
Bilingual

- Instruction in Spanish and English; also one who speaks,

reads, writes, or understands Spanish and English.
Language Arts

- The course of study which promotes the language

skills, these being reading, writing, listening and speaking.
Curriculum

- A program of instruction or course of study.
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General Background Information
In 1983 the Foreign Language Study Commitee, a committee of
staff, parents and administrators was convened by the
Superintendent to study the district's entire foreign language
program.

Among the charges given to the committee was to consider

at what levels foreign language education should be offered.

As the

commitee reviewed the different approaches to foreign language
education at the elementary level, it was intrigued with the concept
of total immersion foreign language education that had been
implemented in selected school districts throughout the United
States.

Among all of the options for foreign language education at

the elementary level, it was an immersion program which, in
comparison to other foreign language models, produced the highest
degree of second language learning outcomes for participating
students.
Upon recommendation from this committee, informational
community meetings were held throughout the school district in the
Spring of 1985 to assess initial parent interest in developing such a
program in Bellevue.

Based upon the response to these meetings, a
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steering committee composed of parents, teachers and
administrators was convened for the purpose of developing a
specific program proposal for the Board of Directors.
The proposal for the existing Spanish Immersion program was
unanimously approved by the Bellevue School District's Board of
Directors on February 18, 1986. The program began in September
1986, with two kindergarten and two first-grade classes, using a
"school within a school" type of program, housed at Sunset
Elementary.

In 1991 the program was expanded to include a middle

school with the objective of completing the implementation phase
with the addition of high school in September 1994.

\

)

CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF EXISTING LITERATURE
The main purpose or objective of this literature review is to
establish music, (children's songs) as a motivational vehicle for
enhancing language acquisition and literacy.

This review of the

literature will be divided into three basic sections.

First, attention

will be given to the integration of music in the educational
curriculum.

Second, the relevance of music in the development of

language will be discussed as it relates to language acquisition and
literacy.

Finally, the benefits of using music, (song lyrics) in

foreign language instruction will be addressed.

Music in the Educational Curriculum
Music, perhaps more than the other arts, has traditionally been
integrated into early childhood curriculum and has long been a
favored medium for foreign language instruction.

Early childhood

teachers and specialists have embraced the integration of music
into their curriculum and rationalized its use because of the
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educational benefits in the areas of social, cognitive, motor,
affective and creative development (Eastlund 1980).

Foreign

language teachers implement and justify the use of music through
songs, because the language patterns, vocabulary, repetitive
phrases,

rhythm and rhyme of songs enhances language acquisition

naturally, thus becoming part of the linguistic system of the second
language learner (Graham 1976).
Music is a positive vehicle for expressing human experience.
The rhythms and moods of music are a universal experience which
all children share.

Through music, children learn to better express

their feelings and shape their own self-identity.

Music enhances

creative and critical thinking, cognitive and affective skills,
perception, subjective expression, understanding, fluency in speech,
and visual literacy.
Education through music is rooted in the philosophies of Zoltan
Kodaly and Carl Orff.

These prominent composers-educators firmly

believed that the rhythms inherent in the child's native language
were important resources.

They concurred that the rhymes, riddles,

proverbs, poems, chants and songs from the child's heritage offered
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unlimited possibilities for exploring musical elements and strongly
urged others to use comparable materials from their own culture.
" Folk traditions, first of all with their singing games and
children's songs, are the best foundations for subconscious
national features." (Kodaly p. 131)
Research regarding the implementation of music is mostly
focused on it's ability to motivate and stimulate the interests of
students, and on its
areas.

integration within the context of other subject

In his article, When the Principal Asks:

singing during reading time?", Bill Harp

(1988)

"Why are your kids
states that music

and reading go hand in hand because singing is a celebration of
language and that anything we do in the teaching of reading should be
consistent with the nature and purpose of language.

He believes that

using songs to teach reading is consistent with the nature and
purpose of language because it puts readers in touch with satisfying
meanings.

He further states that music and singing are readily

consistent with the whole language approach because the language
of such songs are part of the children's environment and experiences
and therefore meaningful.

"The meaning in a song can be quite
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personal, but no one would ever consider taking a song apart into
meaningless segments."

(p. 455)

In her article, "Music and Reading", Parthena Yaakob

(1969)

states that reading skills such as auditory and visual discrimination
must be integrated and that imitation, listening, word meaning,
relationships and interpretation can be intensified

through music.

This can be accomplished through the emphasis on pitch and timbre
and note reading and visual discrimination between instruments.
Grace C. Nash (1974) has shown through Music With Children
and Creative Approaches to Child Development with Music. Language
and Movement, that she strongly advocates the integration of
singing, movement, language , rhythm and song.

She fosters the idea

of "active music making" which emphasizes individual, group, and
class involvement.

Nash stresses the importance of rhythm, a vital

factor which assists the child in organizing his or her world.
Children learn to express nursery rhymes, poems, riddles, chants and
songs rhythmically with different accents and body actions.
She adds that all of us seek rhythm of speech or we will sound
clumsy and feels that an awareness of language is heightened when
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the affective and the cognitive are united in self-expression.
Singing is defined as " an extension of speech", where more emotions
can be expressed.

She feels that singing prolongs vowels, connects

consonants with vowels and it connects each letter sound in place of
sounding words separately.
Nash as

The term ostinato is defined by Grace

"a repeated pattern in sound, language or action, usually

rhythmic by nature of its repetition."

(p. 3)

According to Grace

Nash, many language art skills can be reinforced through rhythm and
melody because they assist the children in organizing patterns
which are repeated both verbally and musically.
Wright

(1977)

agrees with Nash and stresses group and class

involvement as ideal for learning.

Students become increasingly

motivated as singing, movement, language, rhythm, and songs are
integrated.

Those attributes of music together render a strong basis

for a good language arts program.
Cohen

(1974)

believes music can support and increase the

attention of children in beginning reading programs.

He adds that

music and song work well in complementing the drama present in
stories read by children.
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Lane

(1981)

specifically examined country music as an

effective motivational vehicle to teach language arts.

She concludes

that since contemporary country music has a story to tell, the lyrics
can be used in the same way as traditional material in reading
instruction.
Doyle

(1975)

agrees with the researchers which were

previously mentioned.

He describes how popular singers and

musicals can be integrated to encourage reading.
Sullivan

(1979)

researched the literature as it pertained to

using music to teach reading.

He concluded that some music

programs have a facilitative effect on reading performance through
their development of listening skills and attention span.
Howard Klink

(1975)

writes that musical lyrics can serve as

quality reading material and free verse poetry.

He states that

"music simply provides an added dimension of word reinforcement".
(p. 403)

Merrion

(1981)

comments how research has identified

parallel brain processes between music and reading, and that music
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and language parallels can be used effectively within an
instructional program to collaborate in implementing an integrated
education.
Dwyer

(1982)

states, "One of the best methods for gaining

attention for a cause or idea is through finding or writing a song
which becomes associated with the desired message.

Contemporary

and traditional songs can bring an aesthetic and often stirring
dimension to instructional procedures.

The songs can provide

vividness often not attainable in words and pictures."
Cardarelli

(1979)

(p. 29)

could probably provide assistance to those

agreeing with Dwyer, for he offers "Twenty-One Ways to use Music
in Teaching the Language Arts"
children.

to capitalize on the interests of

Some of his topics for activities include singing nonsense

word songs, poetry-choral speaking, vocabulary building from words
of a favorite song, and rhyming.
Brian Way

(1967)

agrees with Grace Nash's viewpoints when

he says that the "essence of music is rhythm".

Both believe that

human life is closely related to rhythm and that music should be an
extension of the other content areas and skills a child learns.
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In his book, Music and Young Children, Francis Aronoff (1969)
states that as a child acquires a repetoire of songs, he will begin to
learn the patterns and qualities of sound which will develop his
conceptual thinking.

A combination of similar stories and songs

would further reinforce this type of thinking.

Again, both can

encourage a child to make decisions and generalize his experiences.
Rhythm, repetition and rhyme in songs and stories appeal to the
auditory senses and give them pleasure as they learn appealing
sentences, phrases, and words.

Music in the Development of Language and Literacy
Literature focusing more specifically around the use of music
in the development of language and cognition have been written by
Conner and Mc earthy (1979), who feel that music offers
alternatives in whole language learning experience.

They believe

that the musical elements of rhythm, melody and harmony add
qualities beyond the written and spoken word that aid the teacher in
enhancing language development.
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Burns, Bruman, and Lowe

(1971)

feel that music yields

opportunities to foster creative expression, writing, language and
literature.

They also agree that musical activities can develop

related language arts skills.
Norma Liva

(1975)

cites examples from children's literature

which illustrate various types of songs.

She includes books such as

Always Room for One More. Frog Went A-Courtin, Babouska & the
Three Kings, and Waltzing Matilda.

She believes that singing should

be used as a technique for language development because familiar
patterns of speech are repeated and diction is stressed in the
process.
In her article, "Music and Reading Readiness", Dorothy Mc
Donald (1975) states that music is useful in

language, cognitive

development, and reading readiness skills based on numerous
examples.

She concurs with Ms. Liva that through repetition of

words in music, certain letter groups are reinforced, thus developing
language.

She believes that rhythm can help in the syllabication of
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words and in better pronunciation.

She feels that songs offer

outlets for discussion of new words and can be used to introduce
sentence structure.
Rietz

(1976)

explored the use of children's folksongs to

transition beginning readers from the familiar structure of oral
language to the structure of written language.

She firmly believes

that children will meet one less obstacle to making the transition
from spoken to written fluency in language, if they experience
written language that corresponds structurally to their spoken
language patterns, during the transition period.
In their article,

"Language and Literature Through Music",

Robert Volkman and Gladys Uhl (1974) reiterate how musical
concepts can be coordinated with literature and language.

Volkman

uses such concepts as dynamics, tempo and timbre as music is
composed by the children to fit poems.

Sound effects made by the

children are recorded and ·set to the poem.

He further advocates that

"by counting the number of steady beats played to each strong beat,
the meter of the poem can be determined".

(p. 104) Uhl maintains

that through the discipline of music, a child can learn to end phrases
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and divide syllables.

One can start by choosing a simple four line

poem and chanting it with the children.

High and low inflections can

be chosen for the words and a beat established.
In three separate books, John Batchallar (1975), Donald
Gingrich (1974) and Mary Ann Mulligan (1975) share similar views on
the importance of music as it integrates with other studies.

They

feel that meter in music and poetry can be compared and each can
reinforce the other.

Moving words can be expressed musically and

directional concepts can be reinforced.

Pitch recognition can be

developed into games where children must listen and follow
directions in order to win.
Hicks

(1987)

explored the effectiveness of "rap music" as a

method of instruction for urban preschool children.

The study

hypothesized that urban preschool children would learn more new
content

(1 O unfamiliar names of body parts)

in a classroom

environment through the use of rap music for instruction, than would
children who received instruction using conversational speech.
Results showed that the two groups differed significantly in terms
of t~e average numb~r of additional body parts that were learned.
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Hick's study suggests that the use of rap music for instruction of
urban preschool children facilitates practice and ultimately
increases the child's learning capacity.

Music in Foreign Language Teaching
Literature which centers specifically around the benefits of
using music in language teaching has been written by Coe, GattiTaylor, Graham and Jolly. The authors concur that songs have an
important and sophisticated place in language teaching than we have
previously accorded them.
Coe (1972), suggests that songs are useful in Foreign
Language teaching for amusement and variety, international contact
and social cooperation.

In connection with teaching the spoken

language, he feels that songs are useful in introducing or reviewing
certain items taught.
Gatti-Taylor (1980), reporting on songs as linguistic and
cultural resources believes that songs offer meaningful models to
imitate and repeat, while providing unique appreciation of the
personal and social dimensions of language.
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In his article, "Music and the Learning of Language in Early
Childhood", C. Ray Graham (1976) proposes that there are at least
three different levels of involvement of the linguistic system in the
learning of songs as a means of acquiring language.

He calls the

first level of involvement the "nonlinguistic level".

He feels that

this is illustrated by rote learning in which the child is unaware, or
marginally aware, of the meaning of the words and sentences in the
song.

He believes this type of learning assists the child's

acquisition of low level phonetic aspects of language such as
rhythm, syllable timing and articulation of segmental features of
the language.
level".

The second level of processing he calls the "formulaic

Here the learner learns the song in such a way that the

meaning is clear.

This level of processing results in using visual

aids and other meaningful clues.

He feels that at this level a few

vocabulary items become useable in the productive utterances of the
child.

The third level of processing of songs by second language

learners occurs when the children are involved in learning activities
that go beyond the simple learning of songs.

It occurs when the

songs become a means of linguistic interaction.

He believes that
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when the children manipulate the behavior of others through the use
of the words of a song, this facilitates the integration of the
language of the song and thus becoming part of the linguistic system
of the learner.

The key to the more in-depth processing of the

linguistic material in the songs is the same as the key to language
acquisition in general: Comprehension of the text by the learner and
interaction in which the learner has the opportunity to test his of
her "hypotheses" about the language.
Jolly (1975), believes that there is an innate receptiveness in
us to respond to the rhythmic patterns of language and the use of
songs as teaching aids in the foreign language classroom capitalizes
on this natural responsiveness.

She feels that songs not only

represent material for study, but represent a "method" of language
study within themselves.
Based on this review of the literature, rt may b& concluded
that the use of music, through children's songs, can promote
language acquisition and literacy as a part of a language arts
program and -is especially effective in enhancing language
development in a foreign languag_e program.

CHAPTER Ill
PROCEDURES OF THE STUDY

Description of Information Required
for the Study
The goal of this project was to compile a collection of Spanish
children's songs that would lend themselves to activities that would
be compatible with the literacy strategies found in the "whole
language" teaching approach.
language arts curriculum.

This would complement the district's

The evolving nature of the study will be

examined in this chapter reviewing the following steps:

1) review

of the relevant literature, 2) musical criteria for selection of songs,
3) whole language criteria for selection of songs and 4) background
for language development activities.
Review of the Relevant Literature
The first step was to conduct a review of the literature on the
use of music (children's songs) to develop language acquisition and
literacy.

ERIC research over the past 20 years validated the

development of this project as well as being very informative and
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particularly appropriate.

The majority of this research was

conducted during the 1970's and is concerned with effective
utilization of music in various subject areas.
In addition, the works of Carl Orff and Zoltan Kodaly were
consulted.

These prominent composers and music educators were

pioneers in the field of music education and their contributions are
seen today in the work of contemporaries like Mary H. Richards,
Grace Nash, Janice Rapley and others.

The wealth of information

contained in their written material supplemented the writer's own
practical knowledge on the power of songs for developing language
and literacy in young children.
The writer also investigated literature on the use of songs
to enhance language acquisition in foreign language instruction.

A

vigorous search failed to produce much by way of substantial
literature in this field.

However, four articles (Coe 1972, Gatti-

Taylor 1980, Graham 1986, Jolly 1975) containing significant
information served to further validate the development of a
collection of children's songs to enhance foreign language
acquisition.
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As a final step, the researcher consulted with Floyd Vasquez,
music specialist for Sunset and Somerset Elementary Schools in the
Bellevue School District.

Mr. Vasquez is perhaps one of very few

elementary music specialists who teaches in the Spanish language.
His expertise, suggestions, materials, and ideas were invaluable to
the development of the collection of songs.

Mr. Vasquez

recommended the use of MIDI, (Musical Instrument Digital Interface)
as a method of entering the songs into notation using the Finale
software program.

MIDI is the common code that allows computers,

music software, and electronic musical equipment (such as guitars,
keyboards and synthesizers) to communicate with each other.

He

also assisted in entering the collection of songs into the MIDI
system as well as training the researcher on the use of this
technology.

Since the researcher does not read music or play the

piano, the implementation of this technology made it possible to
play back the music for any song desired by pushing a few keys on
the computer keyboard.
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Musical Criteria for Selection of Songs
The collection of children's songs was begun by reviewing
materials in Spanish containing children's songs made available by
the music specialist. The World of Music K-6, a comprehensive music
curriculum published by Silver Burdett & Ginn and Spanish Curricula
Development Center Songbook Series by Crane Publishers were the
most useful resources.

Over 180 children's songs were selected and

were entered into the MIDI system using the Finale software
program.

The songs which were selected for this collection

originate in Spain, Mexico, Central America, South America and
United States.
The songs which were selected for the development of this
project took into consideration the curriculum themes which would
reinforce and/or develop language arts skills and vocabulary which
would be developed.

In addition to the considerations mentioned

above, the following criteria were developed for the selection of the
songs:
1.

Was the melody pleasing?
vocal range?

Were the tones within the children's

Did it inspire any movement activities?
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2.

Was the song enjoyable and could the enjoyment be shared with
the children?

3.

Were the lyrics simple and vocabulary appropriate?

4.

Was the sequence of the song clear, both verbally and
musically?

5.

Were the lyrics appropriate to the child's learning
experiences?

6.

Were the musical concepts and basic skills introduced in the
song compatible with the child's level of learning?

7.

What instruments, if any, would be appropriate?

8.

What children's books, if any, could be coordinated with the
song?

9.

What curriculum area could be integrated for the song?

Whole Language Criteria for Selection of Songs
The above was followed by an examination of the English
Language Arts Objectives as well as the Language Acquisition
Student Learning Objectives of the Spanish Immersion program for
the Bellevue School District.

As a complement, the Spanish

Language Arts Scope and Sequence published by the Economy
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company and the Bilingual Language Arts Objectives for the Santa
Cruz Valley School District in Arizona was included in the review.
As a result of the comparison of the above material, the researcher
selected the Bilingual Language Arts Objectives.

This was done on

the basis that this work reflected the closest match with the
language arts objectives of the Bellevue School District.

In turn,

this would then provide the most comprehensive cross-referencing
of objectives with the collection of songs.
Background for Language Development Activities
Whole-Language activities utilizing the songs were designed
to teach the language arts objectives.

Several whole-language books

were used as references. The researcher found Judith M. Newman's
book (1985), Whole Language: Theory in Use, Scalena's (1984)
Reading, Writing, and Caring, and Raines (1985) The Whole Language
Kindergarten, to be particularly valuable.

In the area of writing,

Carole Edelsky and Donald Graves presented the most significant
ideas.
To gain more knowledge on Whole Language Methods and to
develop meaningful activities for the lessons, the researcher
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attended two workshops on Whole Language; Whole Language Rhythm.
Rhyme and Repetition presented by Nellie Edge and The Integration
Connection by Phyllis Ferguson.

In addition, he examined Reading

Through Music, a video by Sheila Fitzgerald.

These presenters

stressed the importance that rhythm, repetition and rhyme of
language patterns have in developing language and reading skills.
They also stressed the value that the printed lyrics have as reading
material for encouraging fluency and ensuring success even at the
initial stages.

The ideas, materials and Whole Language activities

presented at these seminars and on the video were extremely helpful
to the development of the lessons.
As a result of the above investigations, the following
activities were chosen as being the best to reinforce the language
arts and develop understanding of the songs.
1.

Find words from a list of vocabulary words and perform
the ususal activities:

syllabication, alphabetical order,

word crosses, definitions, illustrations, original
sentences, etc.
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2.

Identify, extract, and list words of a particular
grammatical category

3.

Re-tell or explain the story in a paragraph (K and first
graders can dictate)

4.

Write and perform a puppet play or skit based on the song

5.

Analyze for stress and rhyme patterns

6.

Assume the identity of a character and explain your
reactions, feelings, and decisions in the situation

7.

Identify point of view, values, assumptions, intent of the
author

8.

Develop big book based on the song

9.

Summarize song in a comic strip

10.

Draw and label a character or scene from the song

11.

Write new verses, or a whole new song

12.

Answer comprehension questions

13.

Make speaking chorus version of the song, complete with
accompaniments

14.

Develop movement, dance, and games using the song as
the theme
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15.

Collect the songs into a songbook for each child's private
study, reading and singing

16.

Substitute instruments for words to create a rhythm
piece

)

Inclusion of the Project

A WHOLE-LANGUAGE APPROACH INTEGRATING CHILDREN'S SONGS IN
SPANISH TO ENHANCE LANGUAGE ACQUISITION AND LITERACY IN THE
SPANISH IMMERSION PRIMARY GRADES

The lessons for this collection of songs are cross-refrenced
with the language arts objectives (reading, writing, listening, and
speaking).

The objectives are identified in the lesson plans along

with the specific language arts areas and skills which are being
addressed.

Whole-language activities were incorporated into the

development of the lessons and include rhythmic speech, finger
plays, rhyming, movement and dance.
to address the specific objectives.

These activities were designed

The objectives in the lesson

plans identify the language arts skills and number being reinforced.
Examples:

(L-2)

Listening skill#2
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(R-1)

Reading skill#1
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LANGUAGE ARTS OBJECTIVES K-2
(Specific Language Arts Skills To Be Taught)

KINDERGARTEN SKILLS
DESTREZAS DE KINDER
I.

Reading
Lectura
1.

Identify initial vowel sounds
ldentificar los sonidos de las vocales iniciales

2.

Recognize the same initial syllables
Reconcocer las mismas silabas iniciales

3.

Follow oral directions
Seguir instrucciones orales

4.

Recognize the concept of position words
(over, under)
Reconocer el concepto de palabras de posici6n
(arriba de, abajo de)

5.

Sequence events in an oral story
Poner en orden secuencial un cuento oral

6.

Recognize capital and lower case letters
Reconocer letras mayusculas y minusculas

7.

Repeat rhymes orally
Repetir rimas oralmente

8.

Predict the end of a story
Anticipar los resultados de un cuento
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9.

10.

11.

Identify colors orally
ldentificar los colores oralmente
Read one's own and other's dictation
Leer su dictado y el dictado de otros

Writing
Escritura
1.

Hold a pencil correctly and position the letters
and words between the lines
Tomar en mano el lapiz y posicionar las letras
entre las lineas en el papel

2.

Copy lines, letters, shapes, patterns, and words
onto paper
Copiar lineas, letras, formas, "patrones", y
palabras en el papel

3.

Write the numbers O through 9
Escribir los numeros de O hasta 9

4.

Write complete name, address, and phone number
Escribir su nombre, direcci6n de casa, y el
numero de teletono

5.

Take other child's or teacher's dictation
Tomar el dictado de otros ni nos y deJ maestro

6.

Write the proper words in own dictionary
Escribir las propias palabras en su propio diccionario

7.

Write a list of frequently used words
Escribir una lista de patabras de uso fre-eJ,JeJlte

8.

Write creat4vely
Escribir crea\ivamente
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111.

Listening
Escuchar
1.

Listen without interrupting others
Escuchar sin interrumpir a otros

2.

Listen and follow a story
Escuchar y seguir un cuento

3.

Follow oral directions
Seguir instrucciones orales

4.

Identify common noises ( bell, wooden blocks, animals)
ldentificar varios sonidos comunes ( el timbre, los
bloques, los animales)

5.

Classify sounds by their origin ( people, animals, or
objects: farm and city)
Clasificar sonidos segun su origen ( personas, animales,
objetos de la granja y de la ciudad)

6.

Repeat a sound pattern
Repetir el ritmo de un secuencia de sonidos

7.

Recognize
fast/slow,
ldentificar
alto/bajo,

8.

Recognize rhythm
Reconocer el ritmo de palabras

sound characteristics ( loud/soft, high/low,
long/short)
la caracteristica de la musica (fuerte/suave,
rapido/despacio, largo /corto)
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IV.

Speaking
Hablar
1.

Participate in discussions
Participar en discusiones

2.

Practice new vocabulary words
Practicar nuevas palabras

3.

Use full sentences to express oneself
Usar oraciones completas para expresarse

4.

Give dictation
Dar dictado a otra persona

5.

Share a personal experience
Compartir una experiencia

6.

Identify self and others by name
Vocalizar su nombre y los nombres de otros

7.

Assume a role in a dramatic play
Tomar el papel en un drama

8.

Share thoughts and feelings
Expresar pensamientos y sentimientos

9.

Ask questions
Hacer preguntas

10.

Retell stories and repeat nursery rhymes
Recontar cuentos y ritmos en voz alta

11.

Create stories
Contar una historia o un cuento original
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KINDERGARTEN

Las Vocales
Objectives:

To listen to a children's song (L-2)
To repeat a sound pattern (L-6)

Materials:

Recording of Las Vocales

Activity:

Listening and singing a song about the vowels.

Description:

Teach the children the song by rote through echo
fashion.
The children listen to this children's song
about the vowels and sing along with the recording.

Evaluation:

Children sing together in a group.
Las Vocales

Objectives:

To identify initial vowel sounds. (R-1)
To recognize the initial syllables. (R-2)
To repeat rhymes. (R-7) (S-10)

Materials:

Las Vocales. written on a chart or chalkboard.

Activity:

Listening and singing following the printed lyrics

Description:

Children will echo the teacher as he reads the song.
Afterwards the children and teacher read the song
together as the teacher points out the lyrics. Then
they will sing it with the recording following the
print.

Evaluation:

Children participate by singing and following the
print.
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La Semana
Objectives:

To listen to a recording of a song and be able to
repeat a sound pattern. (L-6) To recognize rhythm.
(L-8) To repeat rhymes. (R-8)

Vocabulary:

lunes--Monday
mierco les- -Wednesday
viernes--Friday
domingo--Sunday

Materials:

La Semana, cassette tape and lyrics printed on a
chart. A calendar

Activity:

Listening and repeating a sound pattern to rhythm.

Description:

Teach the children the song by rote through echo
fashion. The children listen to this rhyme. This is
a very simple song to sing. The children will sing
following the lyrics printed on a chart as they are
pointed by teacher.

Evaluation:

Children will sing and follow the printed lyrics as
they listen and follow along with the tape
recording.

Objectives:

To
To
To
To

Vocabulary:

lunes--Monday
miercoles--Wednesd ay
viernes--Friday
domingo--Sunday

Activity:

La Semana, cassette recording and lyrics written
on a chart or chalkboard.

martes--Tuesday
jueves--Thursday
sabado--Saturday
la semana--week

listen to a song and follow along. (L-2)
repeat a sound pattern. (L-6)
sequence the days of the week in a song.
learn the days of the week in Spanish.
martes--Tuesday
jueves--Thursday
sabado--Saturday
la semana--the week
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Description:

Teach the children the song by rote through echo
fashion. Children will listen to this song and
follow the printed lyrics as the teacher is pointing
them out. Then they will read the lyrics together.
Afterwards they will sing the song while following
the lyrics. Finally the children repeat or recite the
days of the week in sequence.

Evaluation:

Children will sing together in a group and
demonstrate understanding through their
recitations or repetitions.
Los Pollitos

Objectives:

To
To
To
To
To

Vocabulary:

cuando--when
dicen--say

Activity:

Los Pollitos cassette recording or teacher playing
guitar and singing. Lyrics written on a chart or
chalkboard.

Description:

Teach the children the song by rote through echo
fashion. Children will listen to this song and
follow the printed lyrics as the teacher is pointing.
Then they will read the printed lyrics together.
Afterwards the children will sing the song and
follow motions made by the teacher to add meaning
to the song.

repeat a sound pattern. (L-6)
sequence events in song. (R-5)
listen and follow a story. (L-2)
recognize rhythm. (L-8)
repeat nursery rhymes. (R-7) (S-10)
tienen hambre--are hungry
frf o--cold
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Evaluation:

Children will sing together in a group and following
the printed lyrics while adding the motions that go
with the song .
Uno de Enero

Objectives:

For children to listen to a song and be able to
repeat a sound pattern. (L-2) (L-6)
To repeat a rhyme orally. (L-7)
To sequence months in a song. (R-5)
To practice new vocabulary words.
To learn the numbers from 1-1 2.
To learn the months in Spanish.

Vocabulary:

enero--January
marzo--March
mayo--May
julio--July
septiembre--September
noviembre--November

Materials:

Uno de Enero recording and lyrics to song printed on
a chart. Signs of the months attached to a string.

Activity:

Singing and reading a song about the months.

Description:

Teach the children the song by rote through echo
fashion. The children listen to this song about the
months and their numerical order and sequence.
Then they will read together with the teacher the
lyrics in print. Then they will sing the song
following the tape. Select 12 children to wear
signs around their necks and form a standing line
as their month is sung.

Evaluation:

Children will be singing and reading together in a
group and recall the sequence and names of months
in Spanish.

febrero--February
abril--April
junio--June
agosto--August
octubre--October
diciembre--December
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Los Diez Perritos
Objectives:

For children to listen to a song about the numbers
and be able to repeat the sound patterns. (R-7)
(L-2) (L-6) To learn the number 0-1 O in Spanish.

Vocabulary:

uno--one
cuatro--four
siete--seven
diez--ten

Materials:

Ten puppies drawn on tagboard held by popsicle
sticks.

Activity:

Los Diez Perritos, cassette song tape and lyrics to
the song printed on chart or chalkboard.

Description:

Teach the children the song by rote through echo
fashion. This is a counting game using the fingers.
The children raise and extend their hands to
indicate the 1O little puppies with their fingers.
Select ten children to stand in the group holding up
the tagboard puppies. As they are singing the song,
they bend their fingers representing the number of
puppies left until the end of the song. One student
in the group sits as the number diminishes.

Evaluation:

Children will be singing the song together in a
group and indicate the number of puppies left at
different parts in the song by showing their
fingers.

dos--two
cinco--five
ocho--eight
cero--zero

tres--three
seis--six
nueve--nine
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El Perro Dice
Objectives:

For children to listen to a song about animals and
their sounds and be able to classify or identify
them. (L-5) (L-2) To listen to a children's folk
song and be able to repeat the sound pattern. (L-6)
To role play and imitate the movement and sound of
an animal. (S-7) To learn names of some animals in
Spanish.

Vocabulary:

perro--dog
vaca--cow

Materials:

Pictures of animals or make masks

Activity:

El Perro Dice, cassette song tape with the
accompanying lyrics written on chart or
chalkboard.

Description:

Teach the children the song by rote through echo
fashion. The children listen to this song about
different animals and the sounds that they make.
After having listened to this song and children are
able to sing it, introduce the lyrics in print by
reading them together. Select children to imitate
the movement and sounds of the different animals
in the song as they wear the mask of the animal.

Evaluation:

Children may be asked to imitate the sound of the
animal that the teacher points to in the printed
lyrics or a printed on a card.

gato--cat
cerdo--pig

pato--duck
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Naranja Dulce
Objectives:

To listen to a song and be able to repeat a sound
pattern. (L-6) To recognize rhythms. (L-8) To
repeat nursery rhymes. (R-7) To Follow the
message of the song. (R-3)

Vocabulary:

abrazo--hug
dulce--sweet
juramentos--promises

Activity:

Naranja Dulce, cassette tape and lyrics printed on
chart.

Description:

Teach the children the song by rote through echo
fashion. Children listen to this children's song and
nursery rhyme. After becoming familiar with the
song, introduce the lyrics in print. The children can
then play the game by forming a circle and holding
hands. One child is chosen to be in the center of
the circle while the rest move around him or her;
singing the song. The child in the center chooses
someone to hug and pulls him or her into the center.
Together they tap their feet to the music and shake
hands as they sing the last lines (from adi6s on).

Evaluation:

The children will demonstrate understanding of the
song through their actions.

naranja--orange
partido--cut
pido--beg

El Patio de mi Casa
Objectives:

For the children to listen to a folk
and repeat the sound pattern and
instructions. For the students to
vocabulary from the song. (L-2)
(R-7) (R-8)

song and game
follow the
develop
(L-6) (L-8) (R-3)
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Vocabulary:

se moja--it gets wet
igual que los demas--same as others
agachate--squat down
vuelvete a agachar--squat down again
me querra--will like me
tendre yo-- I will have

Materials:

Recording of El Patio de Mi Casa.

Activity:

Play the children's game El Patio de Mi Casa.

Description:

Teach the children the song by rote through echo
fashion. Once the children become familiar with
the music and the lyrics , read together with the
children the song printed on a chart. After the
children are able to follow the recording, introduce
the game. Ask the children to form a circle. They
will be singing and skipping to the beat of the
music. The children squat down together on
agachate and on vuelvete a agachar.

Evaluation:

Children will show understanding by participation.
Rima de Chocolate

_)

Objectives:

To listen to a nursery rhyme song and be able to
repeat it along with the motions. (L-6) (R-7)
To recognize syllables at the beginning, in the
middle, and at the end of a word. (R-1)

Vocabulary:

uno--one
tres--three

Materials:

Recording of Rima de Chocolate and 12 by 9
tagboard with syllables cho-co-la-te written in
large print.

Activity:

Rima de Chocolate and motions

dos--two
bate--stir
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Description:

Teach the children the song by rote through echo
fashion. Play the nursery rhyme for the children
several times so they can become familiar with the
lyrics and rhythm. After the children are able to
sing along with the recording, show them the cards
with the syllables written on them . Ask children
to name the syllables in their proper order. Select
four children to hold up the cards and tell them to
raise their card when their syllable is named in the
song. The rest of the children sing along. The
motions to the song are very simple. On the part;
Uno, dos, tres. (Count with fingers.) On the part;
Bate, bate, chocolate. (Rub hands together as if
using a chocolate beater.)

Evaluation:

Children will demonstrate their understanding of
this nursery rhyme and identification of syllables
through their participations, motions and actions.
La Manzana

Objectives:

To listen to a recording of nursery rhyme and song
and to repeat sound pattern. (L-6) To recognize
rhythm. (L-8) To identify initial vowel sounds.
(R-1) To recognize initial syllables. (R-2) To
repeat nursery rhymes. (R- 7)

Vocabulary:

manzana--apple
mesa--table
piques--poke
pfcame--poke me

Materials:

Recording of La Manzana and lyrics written on a
chart.

Activity :

Singing and reading the nursery rhyme and song.

se paseaba--would walk
comedor--dining room
cuchillo--knife
tenedor--fork
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Description:

Teach the children the song by rote through echo
fashion. Play the recording for the children several
times until they are comfortable with the language
and rhythm. Children will read together with the
teacher the printed lyrics on the chart as he or she
points them out. Then teacher points out words
written on the chart and the teacher selects
volunteers to read them. Finally everyone sings the
nursery rhyme together while the teacher points
out the lyrics.

Evaluation:

Children's ability to read and sing the song and
participation.
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FIRST GRADE SKILLS
DESTREZAS DE PRIMERO
I.

Reading
Lectura
1.

Recognize syllables at the beginning, in the middle, and
at the end of a word
Reconocer sflabas en posici6n inicial, en medio, y al final

2.

Complete sentences that make sense
Completar oraciones con sentido correcto

3.

Make inference from a story
Formular inferencias de un cuento

4.

Recognize the main idea
Reconocer la idea central

5.

Identify details
identificar detalles

6.

Recognize when to capitalize a word
ldentificar el uso de la mayuscula

7.

Identify periods, exclamation points, and question marks
ldentificar un punto, signos de admiraci6n, y signos de
interrogaci6n

8.

Recognize the color words by sight
Reconocer a la vista las palabras de los colores

9.

Develop vocabulary
Desarollar el vocabulario de la lectura

10.

Distinguish between fantasy and reality
Distinguir entre fantasia y realidad
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11.

11.

Identify sequence
ldentificar sequencias

12.

Draw conclusions
Anticipar resultados

13.

Guess riddles
I nterpretar adivinanzas

14.

Use pronouns
Usar pronombres

15.

Follow along in a book with tape
Seguir un libro mientras escucha una cinta

Writing
Escritura
1.

Write name, telephone, birthdate, and parent's name
Escribir su nombre, numero de telefono, su cumpleanos, y
nombre de sus padres

2.

Write all the letters of the alphabet
Escribir todas las letras mayusculas y minusculas del
alfabeto

3.

Write a sentence beginning with a capital letter and
ending with a period
Escribe una oraci6n empezando con una letra mayuscula y
terminando con un punto

4.

Recognize proper use of a capital letter
Reconocer el uso correcto de las letras mayusculas

5.

Write creatively
Escribir creativamente sus ideas
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111.

IV.

6.

Write so that others can read
Escribir para que otros lo puedan leer

7.

Write a title of a story
Escribir un titulo para su cuento o historia

8.

Supply a word that makes sense in the context of a
sentence
Hacer sentido de una oraci6n que le hace falta una
palabra

Listening
Escuchar

1.

Listen for information
Escuchar para informaci6n

2.

Listen in order to repeat or retell a story
Escuchar para poder repetir o recontar un cuento

3.

Follow oral instructions
Seguir instrucciones orales

4.

Discriminate between tones and sounds
Demonstrar la habilidad de distinguir entre varios tonos
y sonidos

5.

Listen to the experiences of other students
Escuchar las experiencias de otros ninos

6.

Listen with enjoyment to fine children's literature
Apreciar literatura para ninos

Speaking
Hablar

1.

Participate in group discussions
Discutir en grupo
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2.

Repeat simple rhymes and rhythms
Repetir rimas y ritmos

3.

Give dictation
Dar dictado a otra persona

4.

Tell a story
Contar un cuento o historia

5.

Describe people, places, objects, and experiences
Describir personas, lugares, objetos, y experiencias

6.

Make a simple book report
Hacer reportaje de un libro

7.

Ask questions in an organized manner
Organizar los pensamientos antes de hablar
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FIRST GRADE

San Sereni
Objectives:

For children to listen to a game song and be able to
repeat it. (L-2) To play the game by following the
oral instructions. (L-3) To develop vocabulary
from the song.
(R-9)

Vocabulary:

vida--life
carpinteros--carpenters
zapateros--shoemakers
caballeros--horseman
panaderos--bakers

Materials:

Recording of San Sereni, and the lyrics printed on a
chart. Pictures of the different occupations.

Activity :

Learning the song and playing the game San Sereni

Description:

Teach the children the song by rote through echo
fashion. Have the children follow the lyrics in the
chart as the teacher points them out. Discuss the
song and identify the different occupations and
actions they might make as they do their jobs.
After the children feel confident singing the song,
teach the following game. Ask the children to form
a circle and choose a student to stand in the center.
The circle moves clockwise as they sing the first
four measures or (San Sereni de la buena, buena
vida). They stop on measures five through ten and
the student in the center must sing measures five
through ten or ( Hacen asi, asi los zapateros, asi,
asi, asi), while performing the appropriate motions
for the profession sung. In the original game,
everyone in the circle performs the appropriate
actions. Other occupations may be added.
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Evaluation:

Children will demonstrate understanding through
their participation and through their actions.
La Calle Ancha

Objectives:

For children to listen to song while following along
the printed lyrics to develop vocabulary. (L-1)
(R-15) (R-9)

Vocabulary:

calle--street
fuente--fountain
hermosa--beautiful

Materials:

Recording of the song La Calle Ancha, along with
the lyrics printed on a chart. Pictures of new
vocabulary.

Activity:

Listening to a song for singing and reading.

Description:

Teach the children the song by rote through echo
fashion. Then read to the children the lyrics to the
song printed on the chart and identify new
vocabulary with pictures. Then everyone reads the
song from the chart together while the teacher
points them out. Finally play the recording and
children sing the printed lyrics.

Evaluation:

Children demonstrate understanding of the song by
creating their images for the song in a form of a
drawing.

ancha--wide
pila,s--font

Arroz con Leche
Objectives:

To learn a game song and be able to sing as well as
play. (L-2) (L-3) (S-2) (R-9)
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Vocabulary:

bailar--to dance
arroz--rice
leche--milk
casarse--to marry
Que sepa coser--Who can sew
Que sepa planchar--Who can iron

Materials:

Recording of the song Arroz ,con Leche.
Lyrics printed on a chart or chalkboard.

Activity:

Singing and playing the game song Arroz con Leche.

Description:

Teach the children the song by rote through echo
fashion. Introduce the lyrics printed on the chart
and read them for the children. Read the printed
lyrics together while pointing them out. After the
students have learned the song, teach the following
game. Ask the children to form a circle and choose
one student to stand in the center. The students
forming the circle walk clock-wise to the steady
beat as they sing the song. On the last two
measures of the song or (Con esta senorita me caso
yo), the student chooses another student to stand in
the center. The two students trade places and the
game continues. As the students become more
familiar with the song, ask them to walk clockwise on measures 1-4 and counter-clockwise on
measures 5-8.

Evaluation:

The children will demonstrate their understanding
of the song through their participation and actions.
Pepito

Objectives:

For children to make a short book about a song
using capitalization and punctuation as needed.
(W-3) (W-4) (W-6) To listen to a children's song
in order to repeat it in written form. (L-2) (R-15)
To develop vocabulary from the song. (R-9)
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castano--brow n
pasear--to ride
sarampi6n--m easles
llorando--cryi ng

Vocabulary:

caballo--hors e
andador--wal ker
enfermita-- sick
medico--doct or

Materials:

Recording of the song Pepito.
Lyrics of the song printed on a chart.
Paper for children to make their books.

Activity:

Singing and reading lyrics of a song in order to
make a book about the song.

Description:

Teach the children the song by rote through echo
fashion. Teacher reads the lyrics printed on the
chart while pointing them out. Read together with
the children the lyrics continuing to point. Then
play the recording and the children follow along
with the recording using the printed lyrics as the
teacher points. Discuss with the children why
certain words begin with capital letters and why
there are periods at the end of certain words.
After the discussion and children are comfortable
with the use of capitalization and punctuation,
show the children folding procedures for their
books. Children begin their books by printing the
lyrics using the chart and illustrating their
writings for each page according to the messages.
They may also share illustrations to their peers
and read their books to a friend in another class.

Evaluation:

Children will show understanding of capitalization
and punctuation in the completion of their books.
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Mira mi Trtere
Objectives:

To pantomime the content of a song. (L-2) (L-3)
To follow along the printed lyrics with a recording
of a song. (R-15) (S-2) To develop vocabulary from
a song and learn the different names for parts of
the body. (R-9)

Vocabulary:

boca--mouth
brazos--arms
cabeza--head
mira--look
muchas--many

Materials:

Recording of the song Mira mi Trtere; lyrics to the
song printed on a chart and a puppet.

Activity:

Singing and pantomiming Mira mi Trtere.

Description:

Teach the children the song by rote through echo
fashion. Ask them to sing along while the teacher
points the lyrics. As the students learn the verses,
use a puppet to demonstrate the moving parts of
the body. Select a group of children pretend they
are puppets and they pantomime the moving parts
of the puppet while the others sing along with the
recording.

Extension:

Encourage
Mira,
Mira,
Mira,
Mira,

Evaluation:

Children will demonstrate their understanding
through their actions and participation.

mueve--moves
ojos--eyes
piernas--legs
titere--puppet
esta corriendo--is running

children to make up other verse, such as:
Mira, cierra los ojos.
Mira, levanta los brazos.
Mira, inclina la cabeza.
Mira, abre la boca.
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Las Estrellitas del Cielo
Objectives:

For children to listen to a recording of a song and
be able to follow along the printed lyrics. (L-2)
(R-15) For children to supply a title for the song.
(W-7)

Vocabulary:

estrellitas--little stars
brillan--sh i ne
plata--silver
espuelas--spurs
sembrando--planting
esmeraldas--emerald s

Materials:

Recording of the song, Las Estrellitas del Cielo.
Lyrics of the song printed on a chart.
Pictures of the vocabulary words.

Activity:

Singing and Reading

Description:

Teach the children the song by rote through echo
fashion. Ask the children to read together the
printed lyrics. Discuss with the children the new
vocabulary by providing pictures. Then play the
recording and the children sing along while the
lyrics are being pointed by the teacher. Have the
children write the lyrics to the song and to
illustrate as well as supply a title they would give
to the song.

Evaluation:

Children will demonstrate their comprehension of
the song through their titles and illustrations.

cielo--sky
luz--light
luna--moon
corona--crown
diamantes--diamond s
universo--universe
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Dona Marra
Objectives:

For children to learn a song and to develop
vocabulary through repetition of rhymes. (L-2)
(R-9) (S-2) To write a verse for the song following
the pattern. (W-3) (W-5) (W-6) (W-8)

Vocabulary:

casa--house
cerdo--pig
comer--eat
masa--dough
mandado--errand

Materials:

Recording of Dona Marra and lyrics written on a
chart. Pictures to illustrate vocabulary.

Activity:

Singing and Reading by repeating a rhyme pattern.

Description:

Teach the children the song by rote through echo
fashion. After the children have learned the song,
introduce the lyrics written on the chart and read
the first verse for the children. Then read together
with the children the whole song while pointing to
the print. Discuss the song and show pictures. Ask
the children to identify the animal or the object in
the picture. Then have the children identify the
words that rhyme in all the verses. The children
then write their own verse for the song following
the rhyme pattern.

Evaluation:

Children will demonstrate understanding of rhyme
and pattern repetition in the song through their
composition of verses.

perro--dog
pollos--chickens
no sale--doesn't leave
salvado--bran
turr6n--nougat
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La Muneca
Objectives:

For children to learn a song and develop the
vocabulary.(L-1) (L-2) (R-9) To listen in order to
repeat or retell a song in writing.
To participate in group discussion. (S-1) (W-4)
(W-6)

Vocabulary:

azul--blue
camisol--blouse
dieciseis--sixteen
seis--six

m uneca--doll
ocho--eight

dos--two
blanco--white
tul--net
vestida--dressed
cuatro--fo u r
zapatitos--shoes

Materials:

Recording of La Mufieca and lyrics written on a
chart. A doll with appropriate clothing for the
song.

Activity:

Listening, reading, writing, and singing.

Description:

Teach the children the song by rote through echo
fashion. Introduce the lyrics printed on the chart
and read them for the children. Read the printed
lyrics together while pointing them out. Discuss
with the children the vocabulary in the song. Take
out the doll and ask questions about the articles of
clothing and colors the doll is wearing. Play the
recording for the children as they sing along
following the recording and printed lyrics
the teacher is pointing. Have the children write the
lyrics to the song from their memory. Ask them to
illustrate the song.

Evaluation:

Children will demonstrate understanding of the
song and its content through the product of their
writing and through their participation in the
lesson.
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Dona Blanca
Objectives:

For children to learn a game song in order to
develop vocabulary and be able to play the game.
(L-2) (R-9) (L-3) (S-2) To role play the
characters in the game song.

Vocabulary:

cubierta--surrounded
pi lares--pillars
oro--gold
plata--silver
romperemos--we will break

Materials:

Recording of Dona Blanca and lyrics printed on a
chart.

Activity:

Singing and playing the game song Dona Blanca.

Description:

Teach the children the song by rote through echo
fashion. Introduce the lyrics printed on the chart
and read them for the children. Read the printed
lyrics together while pointing them out. Discuss
with the children the vocabulary in the song. Play
the recording and the children follow the printed
lyrics the teacher points. After the children have
learned the song, teach the following game. The
children form a circle. Dona Blanca is placed in the
center, and the boy who plays the part of "Jicotillo"
walks around the circle. Each player represents a
pillar. They begin by holding hands and moving
around Dona Blanca. The "Jicotillo" asks: "What is
this made of?" On answering, e.g. "de oro" he
attempts to break the pillar. If he succeeds, he
enters the circle and kidnaps Dona Blanca; if not,
then he continues moving around the circle. The
game continues until "Jicotillo" is able to break the
circle and kidnaps Dona Blanca. The player who
allows his entrance exchanges places with the
"Jicotillo" and another girl is chosen to play the
role of Dona Blanca.
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Evaluation:

The children will demonstrate their understandings
through their actions and participation.
Patito

Objectives:

For children to learn a song in order to develop
vocabulary. (L-2) (S-2) (R-9) (R-15)
To construct original sentences using the lyrics of
the song. (R-2)

Vocabulary:

patito--d uckl ing
cafe--brown
te--tea

Materials:

Recording of the song Patito.
Lyrics written on a chart or chalkboard.
Printed lyrics on sentence strips cut into
individual words.

Activity:

Constructing sentences using the lyrics.

Description:

Teach the children the song by rote through echo
fashion. Introduce the lyrics printed on the chart
and read them for the children. Read the printed
lyrics together while pointing them out. Discuss
with the children the vocabulary in the song. Play
the recording and the children follow the printed
lyrics the teacher points. Group the children into
cooperative groups of four and pass out the lyrics
printed on the cards. Have the children construct
original sentences with the cards. Ask them to
write as many sentences as they can in a given
amount of time. They may need to keep track of
their sentences in writing so that if all the cards
are used up they can continue constructing more
sentences.

color--color
leche--milk
ojos--eyes
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Evaluation:

Children will demonstrate their understanding
through their participation in the groups.
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DESTREZAS DE SEGUNDO
SECOND GRADE SKILLS
I.

Reading
Lectura
1.

Use consonant combinations
Usar combinaciones de consonantes

2.

Classify words (fruits, animals)
Clasificar palabras (frutas, animales)

3.

Recognize dipthongs
Reconocer diptongos

4.

Distinguish between strong and soft g and c
Distinguir entre sonidos fuerte y suave de g y c

5.

Identify synonyms and antonyms
ldentificar sin6nimos y ant6nimos

6.

Use a period, comma, exclamation point, and question
mark
Usar el punto, la coma, signos de admiraci6n, y signos de
interrogaci6n

7.

Identify nouns (person, place, thing)
ldentificar sustantivos (persona, lugar, cosa)

8.

Identify verbs
ldentificar verbos

9.

Identify plurals
ldentificar plurales

10.

Alphabetize words to the second letter
Ordenar palabras alfabeticamente hasta la segunda letra
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11.

Find words in a dictionary
Encontrar palabras en el diccionario

12.

Obtain details from a story
Obtener detalles sobre la lectura

13.

Obtain inferences from a story
Hacer inferencias sobre la lectura

14.

Sequence the events of a story
Poner en secuencia los eventos de una lectura

15.

Make predictions from a story
Hacer predicciones de una lectura

16.

Develop vocabulary from a story
Desarrollar el vocabulario de una lectura

17.

Follow written instructions
Seguir instrucciones escritas

18.

Summarize a story
Resumir un cuento o historia

19.

Recognize cause and effect
Reconocer causas y efectos

20.

Recognize diminutives
Reconocer diminutivos

21.

Recognize accents on words
Reconocer acentos en las palabras

22.

Identify suffixes and prefixes
ldentificar sufijos y prefijos
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II.

Writing
Escritura
1.

Write a title to a story
Escribir un titulo para un cuento

2.

Write a different ending to a story
Predecir y escribir el final de un cuento o historia

3.

Write a simple letter and address the envelope
Escribir una carta y poner la direcci6n en el sobre

4.

Participate in some aspect of the writing process daily
(prewrite, write, revise, proofread, share writing)
Participar en el proceso de escribir (pensar, escribir,
revisar, corregir, y compartir)

5.

Participate in prewriting activities (brainstorming,
discuss, draw, dramatize, speak, listen, read, observe)
Participar en actividades pre-escritura (formar ideas,
discutir, dibujar, dramatizar, comentar, escuchar, leer,
observar)

6.

Identify purpose for writing
ldentificar prop6sitos para escribir

7.

Make a rough draft
Escribir primeras ideas o pensamientos

8.

Proofread own writing
Examinar su propia escritura

9.

Revise for ideas (completion of ideas, sequence of ideas)
Revisar las ideas (ideas completas, y orden de ideas)
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10.

Revise for sentence structure (complete sentences, and
variety in sentence type)
Revisar la estructura de las oraciones (oraciones
completas, y con variedad)

11.

Edit for spelling, punctuation, and capitalization
Redactar la ortografia, la puntuaci6n, y el uso de letras
mayusculas

12.

Edit for usage (subject verb agreement, variety of
descriptive words)
Redactar la concordancia de sustantivo o verbo y
sustantivo o adjetivo

13.

Rewrite when needed
Revisar y corregir si es necesario

14.

Proofread final draft
Revisar la copia final

15.

Share or publish final draft
Compartir o publicar la copia final

16.

Write a personal experience narrative
Escribir una historia basada en una experiencia personal

17.

Write an imaginative story
Escribe una historia creativamente

18.

Write a report based on personal observations
Escribir un reportaje basado sabre observaci6n personal

19.

Write a letter
Escribir una carta

20.

Write a poem
Escribir un poema
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111.

IV.

Listening
Escuchar

1.

Follow oral instructions
Seguir instrucciones orales

2.

Listen for details
Escuchar para obtener detalles

3.

Listen for main idea
Escuchar para obtener la idea central

4.

Listen to the opinions of others
Escuchar a las opiniones de otras personas

5.

Listen to poetry, stories, plays, films, and class reports
Escuchar a poesfa, cuentos, drama, peHculas, y
reportajes

6.

Make predictions about the outcome of a story while
listening to it
Predicar la parte final de un cuento o historia

Speaking
Hablar

1.

Participate in group discussions
Discutir en un grupo

2.

Retell a story
Recontar un cuento o historia

3.

Use descriptive words to tell a story
Usar palabras discriptivas para contar un cuento

4.

Give an oral report
Dar un reportaje en frente de un grupo
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5.

Give a recitation
Hacer recitaci6n

6.

Discuss current events
Discutir noticias diarias

7.

Participate in dramatic presentations
Participar en una obra dramatica
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SECOND GRADE

Las Mananitas

_)

Objectives:

For the children to listen and sing a folk song and
develop vocabulary from the song. (L-5) (R-16)
(W-5) To learn Mexico's Birthday Song.

Vocabulary:

amaneci6--morning has broken
con gusto--with delight
felicitarte--to congratulate you
luz--light
manana--morning
placer--pleasure
saludarte--to greet you
tapatias--of or relative to the state of Jalisco

Activity:

Las Mananitas. (tapatias)

Description:

Teach the children the song by rote through echo
fashion. The children listen to a cassette recording
of this morning song. After the children become
familiar with the lyrics to the song, introduce the
lyrics in print on a chart, chalkboard or
transparency. Everyone reads the lyrics to the
song. Then the children will sing along with the
cassette recording while the teacher points out the
printed lyrics.

Evaluation:

The children can write the lyrics to this song and
illustrate. They will have started their very own
collection of songs.
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El Burro Enfermo
Objectives:

For the children to listen and sing a cumulative
folk song about a donkey that is ill and to develop
vocabulary from the song. (L-5) (R-16) (W-5)
To participate in role play presentation. (L-1)
(L-2)

Vocabulary:

le duele la cabeza-- has a headache
le duele la garganta--has a sore throat
le duelen las costillas--has aching ribs
le duele el coraz6n--has an aching heart
una gorrita negra--a black hat
una bufanda blanca--a white scarf
chaqueta amarilla--a yellow coat
gotitas de lim6n--lemon drops
trocitos de manzana--apple slices

Materials:

a black hat, a white scarf, a yellow coat, lemon
drops and apple slices.

Activity:

El Burro Enfermo. cassette recording and lyrics
printed on a chart, chalkboard or transparency.

Description:

Teach the children the song by rote through echo
fashion. Play the recording for the students
several times to help with the pronunciation of the
Spanish words. After the students have become
familiar with the music, read the song with the
children and discuss the ailments and the cures.
Ask the students to form a circle and select two
students to role play the song. One student is the
donkey and the other the doctor. The donkey stands
on all-fours in the center. The doctor is outside of
the circle. The rest of the children sing the song as
the donkey and the doctor role play their parts.
When the donkey has a headache he or she places
his or her hands over the head. The doctor then
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comes into the circle and places the black hat on
the head. The donkey then moves his feet to
indicate he is okay now. Repeat the same procedure
for each ailment and cure.
Evaluation:

Choose other children to do the role playing.
Have the children write and illustrate the lyrics to
the song and add to their collection.
Pin pon

Objectives:

For the children to listen and be able to sing a folk
song and to develop vocabulary from the song.
(L-5) (R-16) (W-5)
To make a Big Book of the song; each student
illustrates the written print on the page. (R-12)
(S-1)

Vocabulary:

muiieco--doll
cart6n--cardboard
se peina--combs
estirones--pulls hair
delantal--apron
se acuesta--lie down
con un fuerte apret6n--with

Materials:

12 by 18 tagboard with part of the song's lyrics
printed.

Activity:

Pin pon, illustrating the written print on the page
for class Big Book.

Description:

Teach the children the song by rote through echo
fashion. Have the children listen to the recording
several times to become familiar with the music
and Spanish vocabulary. After the children are able
to sing along with the recording, introduce the
lyrics by reading them and discuss the main idea,

guapo--handsome
jab6n--soap
marfil--ivory
ensucia--to dirty
colegial--colleague
dormir--to sleep
a strong handshake
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the vocabulary or health habits. Give the children
their page to illustrate for this collective Big Book.
Have the children write the lyrics to the song to
add to their collection.
Evaluation:

The illustrations will demonstrate their
understanding of the printed lyrics for their page.
Mi Chacra

Objectives:

To learn a game song and imitate animal sounds. To
recognize diminutives. (R-20) (S-1) (L-5) (R-16)

Vocabulary:

burrito--donkey
camarad--comrade
chacra--farm
ce rd ito- -pig I et
gatito- -kitten
hermosa--beautiful
hace asr--goes like this

Materials:

Recording of Mi Chacra and lyrics printed on a
chart.

Activity:

Recognizing diminutives

Description:

Teach the children the song by rote through echo
fashion. Play the recording for the students
several times to help with the pronunciation of the
Spanish words and to become familiar with the
tune. After the children are able to follow along
the recording, read the lyrics with the children.
Discuss with the children the song and identify the
animals as well as the sounds they make. Ask the
children to identify any pattern they may see in the
spelling of the different animals. Someone should
see the (ito) ending. Explain to the children that
the diminutive is made is Spanish by dropping the

mi--my
patito--d uckling
perrito--puppy
pollito--chick
vengan--come
ver--to see
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last vowel in the word and adding (ito) or (ita)
depending on gender. Have the children write the
song and add it to their collection. They may also
want to illustrate it. This song lends itself to role
playing and imitation. Select different students to
imitate the movements and sounds made by their
animals as the part comes in the song.
Evaluation:

Make a set of cards of nouns they already know and
they supply the diminutives orally.
La Vibora

Objectives:

To learn a Mexican game song and develop
vocabulary. (L-1) (L-5) (R-16)

Vocabulary:

chabacanos--apricots
mar--sea
naranjas--oranges

Materials:

Recording of La Vibora.
the song printed.

Activity:

Sing La Vibora song and learn the game.

Description:

Teach the children the song by rote through echo
fashion. The children listen and follow along
singing using the print in the chart. After the
students have learned the song, play the following
game. Choose two leaders and name one Naranjas
(Oranges) and the other Sandia (Watermelon). They
hold hands and raise their arms high to make an
arch. The other children form line, holding each
other by the waist to form a serpent. Everyone
sings as they move toward and under the arch. At
the end of each verse, the arch is lowered to
capture the person trying to pass under. They ask
that person this question, "lCon quien quieres ir,

ciruelas--prunes
sand ia--watermelon
vibora--serpent
Chart with the lyrics of
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con Naranjas o con Sandra?" (With whom do you
wish to go, with Oranges or with Watermelon?)
Depending on the answer, he or she is released and
stands behind that leader. That student continues
to sing, marching in place to the steadybeat. The
game is repeated until all the students have been
captured and chosen sides. The two sides then
form Serpents and have a tug-of-war to determine
which side is the true sea serpent.
Evaluation:

The children will demonstrate their understanding
of the song and game through their actions.
El Barquito

Objectives:

To learn a children's folk song and develop
vocabulary from the song. (L-5) (R-16) (W-5)
To sequence the order of the song. (R-14)

Vocabulary:

barco--ship
habra--there was
no podra--could not
chiquitito--very little
pasaron--there passed
navegar--to sail
parece--appears
volveremos--we will continue

Materials:

Recording of El Barquito and lyrics written on
chart. Sentence strips with part of the lyrics
written. Pocket chart to place sentence strips .

Activity:

Learn the song and be able to write its sequence.

Description:

Teach the children the song by rote through echo
fashion. Play the recording of the song several
times and point to the lyrics on the chart. Discuss
with the children the vocabulary contained in the
song. Ask children if they can retell or summarize
the song. Then put the chart with the written song
away. Take the sentence strips with the written
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lyrics and put them out of sequence in the pocket.
Give the children a sheet of paper to sequence the
song. Have the children illustrate their song and
add it to their collection.
Evaluation:

Children will demonstrate their understanding of
the sequence in the song through their written
work.
Bailemos

Objectives:

To listen to a song and be
To make and to illustrate a
other children can read it.
vocabulary from the song.

able to sing it. (L-5)
book about a song so
(W-6) To develop
(R-16)

Vocabulary:

violi nes--violi ns
tocan--play
trompeta--trumpet
orq uesta--orq uestra
acompanar--accompany

Materials:

Recording of the song Bailemos. Pictures of
different musical instruments in the song. Lyrics
printed on a chart.

Activity:

Make a book of the song Bailemos.

Description:

Teach the children the song by rote through echo
fashion. Play the recording of the song for the
children while someone points out the lyrics. Read
the lyrics together and discuss the different
instruments. Show the pictures of the instruments.
After the children are familiar with the content of
the song, pass out the necessary materials to write
their own book. Then the children can illustrate
their books using the messages written for each
page.

flaut rn- -flutes
tromb6n--trombone
timbal--kettle drum
bailar--to dance
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Evaluation:

The book will demonstrate the child's
understanding of writing and its purpose as well as
his comprehension of the song.
Matarile Rile R6

Objectives:

For the children to learn a children's game song and
be able to play it with the class. (L-1) (S-2)
To develop vocabulary from this game song. (R-16)

Vocabulary:

lOue queria usted?--What did you want?
Yo queria--1 wanted
Escoja usted--You select or choose
Escogemos a-- We will choose [
].
lOue oficio le pondremos?--What occupation shall
we give him/her? Le pondremos (cocinera)--We
shall give him/her (cook)
no le agrada--does not suit or agree. Celebremos-let's celebrate

Materials:

Recording of the game song Matarile Rile R6.

Activity:

Learning the song and playing the game.

Description:

Teach the children the song by rote through echo
fashion. Have the children listen to the game song
plenty of times to become familiar with the
vocabulary and meanings. This is a game song that
is a dialogue between the two sides and it deals
with occupations. After the children are
comfortable with the vocabulary and parts of the
dialogue, teach the following game song: To play
"Matarile, rile r6," the children form two parallel
lines facing each other. The lines take turns
skipping toward each other and back again as they
sing each pair of verses. In verse 5, line A chooses
a player from line B naming an occupation for the
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player in verse 7. Verses 7&8 repeat from line B.
At that point, line B responds with verse 9 instead
of 8 and the entire group then sings the last verse.
To continue the game, lines A and B switch parts.
Evaluation:

Children will demonstrate their understanding
through their participation in the paying of the
game song.
El Zapatero

Objectives:

For children to act out the meaning of the lyrics in
a song using tagboard puppets. (S-7) (L-5)
To develop vocabulary from the song. (R-16)

Vocabulary:

zapatero--shoemaker
zapatos--shoes
redondo--round
engaf\6--deceive

Materials:

Recording of El Zapatero and tagboard stick puppets
to act out the song. Lyrics written on chart.

Activity:

Acting out the song using the stick puppets.

Description:

Teach the children the song by rote through echo
fashion. Play the recording of the song for the
children several times to become familiar with the
vocabulary. Read together the lyrics written on the
chart. Select two students to act out the lyrics to
the song using the tagboard puppets. One is the
shoemaker and the other the person who wants the
shoes made. Sing the song while the two students
act out the song with their puppets.

Evaluation:

Children will demonstrate their understanding of
the song by acting it out using the tagboard
puppets.

hiciera--make
piq uito--poi nt
malo--bad
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El Coguf
Objectives:

To learn a song and to develop vocabulary from it,
(R-16) To construct original sentences. (R-6)
(R-7) (W-6) (W-9)

Vocabulary:

siempre--always
coq u f--frog
suave-- soft
canta--sing
duermo--fall asleep
noches--nights
me encanta--enchants me
dulce--sweet
acostarme--to lie down
adormece--rocks me to sleep

Materials:

Recording of El Coguf and lyrics printed on a chart
3 by 5 cards

Activity:

Vocabulary Building

Description:

Teach the children the song by rote through echo
fashion. Play the recording of the song and have
children follow along as the teacher points out the
lyrics. After the students are familiar with the
song and the lyrics, group children into cooperative
groups of four and pass out 3 by 5 cards to each
group. The groups write the lyrics on the cards,
one word per card. When the entire song is written
on the cards the children spread out the cards and
make sentences using the words printed on the
cards. The groups can engage in a game-like
situation to determine who can make the most
sentences.

Evaluation:

Children will demonstrate their understanding of
the vocabulary through their construction of
sentences.
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San Serafin del Monte
Objectives:

To identify verbs in a game song. (R-8) (R-12)
(R-16) To learn a game song in order to develop
vocabulary.

Vocabulary:

me
me
me
me
me
me

Materials:

Recording of San Serafin and lyrics written on a
chart.

Activity:

Identifying verbs and learning a game song.

Description:

Teach the children the song by rote through echo
fashion. Have the children listen to the recording
several times to become familiar with the music
and Spanish vocabulary. After the children are able
to sing along with the recording, introduce the
lyrics by reading them and discuss the main idea.
Introduce verbs as action words and have children
identify them and select a student to model the
action. After the actions have been learned, teach
the children the game. All the children form a row,
holding hands. The child at the head of the row is
the leader. The children continue singing until a
circle is formed; then they drop hands. The leader
performs the actions named in the song and the
rest of the children imitate him/her.

Evaluation:

Children will demonstrate their understanding of
verbs and content of the game song through their
actions and participation.

hincare--1 will kneel
acostare--1 will lie
rascare--1 will scratch
reire--1 will laugh
sentare--1 will sit
parare--1 will stand
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Los Pollitos
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Las Diez Perrita s
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El Patio de ai Casa
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Rima de Chocolate

Note:

)

No music for this nursery rhyme as it is a spoken rhythmic
pattern.
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Las Vocales
Las vocales en espanol,
Las vocales en espanol,
a, e, i, o, u,
La m con la a dice ma.
La m con la e dice me.
Con la i dice mi,
Con la o dice mo,
La m con la u dice mu.
ma, me, mi, mo, mu.
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La Semana
Lunes y martes
miercoles y jueves,
viernes y sabado,
domingo, la semana
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Los Pollitos

Los Pollitos dicen "pf o, pfo, pfo"
cuando tienen hambre,

(Touch your stomach)

cuando tienen frf o

(Pretend to shiver)

La gallina busca el mafz y el trigo (Search tor corn with hands)
Les da la comida
y les presta abrigo.

(Touch your mouth)
(Shelter partner under wings)

Acurrucaditos bajo las dos alas,
hasta el otro dfa duermen los pollitos

(Pretend to sleep)
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Los Diez Perritos
1.

Yo tenia diez perritos,
Yo tenia diez perrritos,
Uno se cay6 en la n ieve,
Ya no quedan mas que nueve,
Nueve, nueve, nueve, nueve ...

2.

De los nueve que tenia,
De los nueve que tenia,
Uno se comi6 un bizcocho,
Ya no quedan mas que ocho,
Ocho, ocho, ocho, ocho ...

3.

De los ocho que tenia,
De los ocho que tenia,
Uno lo corto el machete,
Ya no quedan mas que siete,
Siete, siete, siete, siete ...

4.

De los siete que tenia,
De los siete que tenia,
Uno se quemo los pies,
Ya no quedan mas que seis,
Seis, seis, seis, seis ...

5.

De los seis que yo tenia,
De los seis que yo tenia,
Uno se cay6 de un brinco,
Ya no quedan mas que cinco,
Cinco, cinco, cinco, cinco ...

6.

De los cinco que tenia,
De los cinco que tenia,
Uno se trance en el cuarto,
Ya no quedan mas que cuatro,
Cuatro, cuatro, cuatro, cuatro.
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7.

De los cuatro que tenia,
De los cuatro que tenia,
Uno se volte6 al reves,
Va no quedan mas que tres,
Tres, tres, tres, tres ...

8.

De los tres que yo tenia,
De los tres que yo tenia,
Uno le cay6 un tos,
Ya no quedan mas que dos,
Dos, dos, dos, dos ...

9.

De los dos que yo tenia.
De los dos que yo tenia,
A uno le dio un estornudo,
Va no quedan mas que uno,
Uno, uno, uno, uno ...

1 O.

V ese
V ese
Se lo
Ahora
Nada,

uno que quedaba,
uno que quedaba,
llevo mi cuftada,
ya no tango nada,
nada, nada, nada ...

1 01

-,

Uno de Enero
Uno de enero
Dos de febrero
Tres de marzo
Cuatro de abril
Cinco de mayo
Seis de junio
Siete de julio
iSan Fermin!
Ocho de agosto
Nueve septiembre
Diez de octubre
iPobre de mi!
Once noviembre
Doce diciem·bre
iVuelan los anos,
San Fermin!
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El Perro Dice
El perro dice guau, guau, guau.
El perro dice guau, guau, guau
Guau, guau, guau-guau-gua u.
Guau, guau, guau-guau-gua u.
El perro dice guau, guau, guau.
1.
2.
3.
4.

El
El
El
La

perro dice guau, guau, guau.
gato dice miau, miau, miau.
cerdo dice oinc, oinc, oinc.
vaca dice mu, mu, mu.
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Naranja Dulce
Naranja dulce, lim6n partido,
dame un abrazo, que yo te pido.
Si fueran falsos mis juramentos
en otro tiempo se olvidaran.
Toca la marcha
mi pecho llora.
Adi6s senora, yo ya me voy.
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El Patio de mi Casa
El patio de mi casa
Es muy particular:
Se moja cuando llueve,
lgual que los demas.
Agachate,
Y vuelvete a agachar,
Que las agachaditas
Saben bailar.
H I J KL LI MA
Que si tu no me quieres
Otro amigo me querra.
H I J KL LIM 0
Que si tu no me quieres
Otro amigo tendre yo.
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Rima de Chocolate
Uno, dos, tres, choUno, dos, tres, -coUno, dos, tres,-laUno, dos, tres, -teBate, bate chocolate.
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La Manzana
La manzana se paseaba
de la mesa al comedor.
No me piques
con cuchillo
picame con tenedor.
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San Sereni
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La Calle Rocha
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Rrroz con Leche
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Pepito
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Las Estrell itas del Cielo
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Dona Maria
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San Sereni

-~

San Sereni de la buena, buena vida,
hacen asi, asi los panaderos,
asi, asi, asi, asi me gusta a mi.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

6.
7.

los
los
los
los
las
las
las

panaderos
carpinteros
zapateros
campaneros
pianistas
costureras
bailadoras
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La Calle Ancha
La calle ancha cha, cha,
De san Bernardo do, do,
Tiene u na fuente te, te,
Con cuatro pilas las, las,
Las cuatro pilas las, las,
Dan agua hermosa sa, sa,
Para los ni-iii-tos, tos,

De Zaragoza za, za.
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Arroz con Leche
1 . Arroz con leche me quiero casar,
Con una senorita de la capital.
2.

Que sepa easer, que sepa bordar,
Y que ponga la mesa en su buen lugar.

3.

Y ahora que halle la prenda querida,
Feliz a su lado pasare la vida.
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PEPITO
Pepito tiene un cabal lo,
Color castano muy andador, andador,
Para pasear a Sarita,
Que esta enfermita con sarampi6n.

El medico la visita,
La pobrecita llorando esta, ando esta,
No llores Sara, no llores Sara,
Que yo te llevo a pasear.
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Mira mi Titere
Tengo un titere; tiene muchas partes.
Tengo un titere; mira como mueve.
•
1 . Mira, m1ra,
mueve la boca.
•
2. Mira, m1ra,
mueve los ojos.
•
mueve la cabeza.
3. Mira, m1ra,
•
4. Mira, m1ra,
mueve los brazos.
•
•
5. Mira, m1ra,
mueve las p1ernas.
•
6. iMira, m1ra,
esta corriendo!
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Las Estrel I itas del Cielo
1 . Las estrellitas del cielo,
Brillan con su luz de plata,
La luna las fue sembrando,
Con sus espuelas de plata.
2. Forman corona a la luna,
Como si fuera un reina,
Y el universo se cubre,
De diamantes y esmeraldas.
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Dona Maria
( 1 ) Dona Maria no sale de casa,
porque los pollos le comen la masa.
( 2) Dona Maria no sale al sermon,
porque su perro le come el turr6n.
( 3) Dona Maria no sale al mandado,
porque su cerdo le come el salvado.
( 4) Dona Maria no sale al rosario, porque su gato
porque su gato le come el canario.
(Extension:

Creating other verses)

Dona Maria no sale al mercado,
porque su perro le come el pescado.
Dona Maria no sale al correo,
porque su vaca se va de paseo.
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La Muiieca
Tengo una muiieca
vestida de azul ;
Zapatitos blancos,
camisol de tul.
La saque a paseo,
se me refri6;
la meti en la cama
con mucho dolor.
Esta mananita
me dijo el doctor
que le de jarabe
con un tenedor.
Dos y dos son cuatro,
cuatro y dos son seis.
Seis y dos son ocho y ocho diesciseis.
Y ocho veinticuatro
Y ocho treinta y dos
Ya veras muiieca
si te curo yo.
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Dona Blanca
Dona Blanca esta cubierta,
Con pilares de oro y plata;
Romperemos un pilar,
Para ver a Dona Blanca.
Coro:

,Quien es ese pillin,
Que anda en pos de Dona Blanca?

Pillin:

Yo soy ese, yo soy ese,
Que anda pos de Dona Blanca.
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Patito,

Patito

Patito, patito
color de cafe,
lPor que estas tan triste?,
quisiera saber.
Perdi mi
color de
Por eso
Y triste

papito,
cafe.
estoy triste.
estare.

Tu papa yo vi,
muy lejos de aqui,
con otro patito,
color de cafe
Patito, patito
color de cafe,
lPor que estas tan triste?,
quisiera saber.
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Maianitas Tapatias
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La Dibora de la Mar .
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El Burro Enfermo
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El B11rquito
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Bailemos
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El Zapater-o
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El Coqui
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San Serafin del Mante
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Maiianitas Tapatias
Que linda esta la maiiana en que vengo a saludarte;
Venimos todos con gusto y placer a felicitarte.
Ya viene amaneciendo ya la luz del dia nos dio.
Levantate de maiiana; mira, que ya amaneci6
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El Burro Enfermo
1.

A mi burro, a mi burro
Le duele la cabeza
Y el medico le manda
Una gorrita negra
Y mueve las patitas

2.

A mi burro, a mi burro
Le duele la garganta
Y el medico le manda
Una bufanda blanca, (una bufanda blanca, una gorrita negra)
Y mueve las patitas.

3.

A mi burro, a mi burro
Le duelen las costillas
Y el medico le manda
Chaqueta amarilla, (chaqueta amarilla, una bufanda blanca,
una gorrita negra) Y mueve las patitas.

4.

A mi burrro, a mi burro
Le duele el coraz6n
Y el medico le manda
Gotitas de lim6n, (gotitas de lim6n, chaqueta amarilla,
una bufanda blanca, una gorrita negra) Y mueve las patitas.

5.

A mi burro, a mi burro
Ya no le duele nada
Y el medico le manda
Trocitos de manzana, ( trocitos de manzana, gotitas de lim6n,
chaqueta amarilla, una bufanda blanca, una gorrita negra)
Y mueve las patitas.
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Pin Pon
Pin Pon es un muiieco
muy guapo de carton
se lava sus manitas
con agua y con jab6n.
Se peina con un peine
muy duro de marfil
y aunque se de estirones
no llora ni hace asi.
Cuando come la sopa
no ensucia el delantal
y come con cuidado
como un buen colegial.
Apenas las estrellas
empiezan a salir
Pin Pon se va a la cama
y se acuesta a dormir.
Pin Pon dame la mano
con un fuerte apret6n
que quiero ser tu amigo
Pin Pon, Pin Pon, Pin Pon.
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Mi Chacra
Vengan a ver mi chacra que es hermosa,
Vengan a ver mi _chacra que es hermosa;
1 . El pollito hace asi pio, pio,
El pollito hace asi pio, pio,
El cerdito hace asi oinc, oinc,
2.
El cerdito hace asi oinc, oinc,
El perrito hace asi guau, guau,
3.
El perrito hace asi guau, guau,
Y la vaca hace asi mu--u,
4.
Y la vaca hace asi mu--u,
El patito hace asi cua, cua,
5.
El patito hace asi cua, cua,
Y el burro hace asi jii--jo.
6.
Y el burro hace asi jii--jo.
El gatito hace asi miau, miau,
7.
El gatito hace asi miau, miau,
iO va camarad, o va camarad, o va, o va, o va!
iO va camarad, o va camarad, o va, o va, o va!
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La Vibora
A la vibora, vibora de la mar, de la mar,
por aqui pueden pasar;
los de adelante corren mucho
y los de atras se quedaran.
Tras, tras, tras.
Una Mexicana que fruta vendia,
ciruelas, chabacanos, melon y sandia.
Verbena, verbena, jardin de matatena;
Verbena, verbena , jardin de matatena.
Campanita de oro
dejame pasar
con todos mis hijos
menos el de atras.
Tras, tras, tras.
Sera melon, sera sandia,
sera la vieja del otro dia.
Tras, tras, tras
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El Barguito
1.

Habra una vez un bar, un barco chiquitito,
Habfa una vez un bar, un barco chiquitito,
Habra una vez un bar, un barco chiquitito,
Que no podra, que no podfa
Que no podra navegar.

2.

Pasaron una, dos, tres, cuatro,
Cinco, seis, siete semanas,
Pasaron una, dos, tres, cuatro,
Cinco, seis, siete semanas,
Pasaron una, dos, tres, cuatro,
Cinco, seis, siete semanas,
Y el barquito, tan chiquito,
Que no podfa navegar.

3.

Y si la historia no les parece larga,
Y si la historia no les parece larga,
Y si la historia no les parece larga,
Volveremos, volveremos, volveremos,
A empezar ...
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BAILEMOS

Vengan todos a bailar.
Es muy facil ya veran.
Los violines y el flautin,
Tocan para acompaiiar.
Paso aqui, paso aca,
Vuelta y vuelta tra-la-la.
Paso aqui, paso aca,
Vuelta y vuelta tra-la-la.
El tromb6n tocando esta,
La trompeta y el timbal,
Bailaremos otra vez,
Y la orquesta tocara.
Paso aqui, paso aca,
Vuelta y vuelta tra-la-la.
Paso aqui, paso aca,
Vuelta y vuelta tra-la-la.
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Matarile Rile R6
( 1 ) Linea A: Am6 At6
Matarile rile rile.
Am6 At6.
Matarile rile r6.
( 2) Linea B: lCue queria
Matarile rile
lCue queria
Matarile rile

usted?
rile.
usted?
r6.

( 3) Linea A: Yo queria un
Matarile rile
Yo queria un
Matarile rile

paje.
rile.
paje.
r6.

( 4) Linea B: Escoja usted.
Matarile rile rile.
Escoja usted.
Matarile rile r6.
( 5) Linea A: Escogemos a
Matarile rile
Escogemos a
Matarile rile

[Maria].
rile.
[Maria]
r6.

( 6) Linea B: lCue oficio le pondremos?
Matarile rile rile.
lQue oficio le pondremos?
Matarile rile r6.
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( 7) Linea A: Le. pondremos [cocinera].
Matarile rile rile.
Le pondremos [cocinera].
Matarile rile r6.
( 8) Linea B: Ese oficio no
Matarile rile
Ese oficio no
Matarile rile

le agrada.
rile.
le agrada
r6.

Linea B: Ese oficio si
Matarile rile
Ese oficio si
Matarile rile

le agrada.
rile.
le agrada.
r6.

(9)

( 1 O)Todos:

Celebremos todos juntos.
Matarile rile rile.
Celebremos todos juntos.
Matarile rile r6.
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El Zapatero
Yo le dije al zapatero,
Que me hiciera unos zapatos,
Con el piquito redondo,
Como lo tienen los patos.
iQue malo el zapatero!
iC6mo me engano!
Me hizo los zapatos,
iY el piquito no!
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El Coqui
El coqui, el coqui siempre canta,
Es muy suave el cantar del coqui,
Por las noches a veces me duermo,
Con el dulce cantar del coqui,
Coqui, coqui, coqui, qui, qui, qui,
Coqui, coqui, coqui, qui, qui, qui.

El coqui, el coqui a mi me encanta,
Es tan lindo el cantar del coqui,
Por las noches al ir a acostarme,
Me adormece cantando asi:
Coqui, coqui, coqui, qui,qui, qui,
Coqui, coqui, coqui, qui, qui, qui.
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San Seraffn
1.

San Seraffn del monte,
San Se raff n cordero,
Yo, coma buen cristiano,
me hincare.

4.

San serafin del monte,
San seraf in cordero,
Yo, coma buen cristiano,
me rascare.

2.

San Seraff n del monte,
San Seraff n cordero,
Yo, coma buen cristiano,
me sentare.

5.

San Seraff n del monte,
San Serafin cordero,
Yo, coma buen cristiano,
me parare.

3.

San Serafin del monte,
San Serafin cordero,
Yo, coma buen cristiano,
me acostare.

6.

San Serafin del monte,
San Serafin cordero,
Yo, coma buen cristiano,
me reire.

CHAPTER IV
RESULTS OF THE STUDY

Information Resulting from Study
The goal of this project was to provide the students of the
Bellevue Spanish Immersion Program an authentic whole-language
approach enhanced through Spanish children's songs.

Their particular

needs were addressed through the integration of linguistic and
cultural materials with the language af'ls curriculum (reading,
writing, speaking and listening).

The lessons included in this

project use the whole-language approach as its philosophical base
which determines its rationale, major goals and objectives,
resources, vocabulary, activities, methodology and evaluation.
This project resulted in a collection of Spanish children's
songs along with lessons featuring a whole-language approach to
supplement the language arts curriculum.

The collection includes

ten Spanish children's songs for each of the primary grade levels,
K-2.

The songs which were included deal with themes, vocabulary,
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and content appropriate to the children's learning experiences.
Included in the lesson plans are objectives (from the list of language
arts skills), Spanish vocabulary introduced, activities which reflect
these objectives, a description of the activity, materials needed and
methods of evaluation.

This collection of songs attempts to help

children rehearse and remember common Spanish phrases, idioms and
commonly used words.

In addition it

provides reading material that

is purposeful and meaningful.
The rationale for the development of this project was to
explore an alternative vehicle to functional language proficiency and
literacy while providing an understanding and appreciation of
another language and culture.

Thus, this project facilitates the

attainment of the program's main goal for its students of achieving
functional Spanish language proficiency and literacy.
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As a result of the researcher's investigation of the literature
and the district's curriculum, the following goals and objectives
were established for this project:
1.

To develop literacy.
a.

The students will be able to demonstrate ability to
communicate in Spanish.

b.

The students will read for meaning and
comprehension.

c.

The students will identify and practice writing
process skills.

2.

To develop fluency in Spanish.
a.

The students will be able to demonstrate fluency in
the language.

b.

The students will expand his or her Spanish
vocabulary.
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3.

To develop sensitivity and appreciation of the Hispanic
culture.
a.

The students will demonstrate his or her
knowledge of the Hispanic culture and an
awareness of its contributions.

b.

The students will demonstrate an awareness of his
or her uniqueness within the Hispanic culture.

After the collection of songs and lessons was completed, the
writer set out to gather feedback information regarding the
educational value of this project.

The writer and music specialist

made recordings of selected songs from the collection for each of
the grade levels, K-2.
The following steps were used in the recording of songs:
1.

The first step in making the recordings was to play the songs

with the piano as the accompaniment.

This would help the children

to listen to the beat and rhythm of the songs.
2.

The second step was to sing the songs through echo-fashion.

Manageable parts of the lyrics were sung and the piano echoed the
part sung for the students to repeat.

The echo-fashion procedure
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continued until the entire song was sung.

This procedure helps the

children with the pronunciation, vocabulary, and patterns of the
language.
3.

It also assists in learning the song more rapidly.

The final step in the recording of the songs was to sing the

song along with the piano accompaniment for the children to follow
along.

Instructor implementation/ Feedback
The primary teachers in the Bellevue's Spanish Immersion
Program received an instructional packet which included recordings
of the songs, lyrics to the songs and lesson plans to implement with
the children.

A feedback questionnaire was later provided after the

songs were taught and lessons delivered.

The information gathered

from the feedback questionnaire indicates a very positive experience
for the students as well as the teachers.

The educational value of

the songs and lessons were rated by the participating teachers on a
scale of 1-5 with 5 being the highest degree of value.

Three out of

the five teachers gave these materials a 5 rating and the other two
gave a 4 rating.
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According to the teachers, singing songs provides a good break
and quick learning that is fun and meaningful, which

for the day,

increases retention of the learning and excellent practice using the
language in context.
The following questionnaire was developed by the writer for
gathering feedback:

FEEDBACK QUESTIONNAIRE
Name:
Date:
Grade:
1.

Approximately how long was the lesson in minutes?

2.

Did you use the lesson plan provided?

3.

Was the planning clear and appropriate?

4.

Did you revise the lesson?

5.

Approximately how much time was spent preparing?

6.

Did you use the tape or teach the song yourself?

7.

Do you feel that the children enjoyed and understood the
song?

8.

Were the lyrics simple and the vocabulary appropriate?
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9.

Was the sequence of the song clear, both verbally and
musically?

10.

Were the lyrics appropriate to the children's learning
experiences?

11.

Were the skills introduced in the song compatible with
the children's level of learning?

12.

Did you develop any movement activities?

13.

Did the children improvise movement or clapping?

14.

What changes if any, would you recommend?

15.

What other songs would you recommend for this project?

16.

Any comments on the quality of the tape recording?

17.

Can you think of other ideas or activities to add to the
lessons?

18.

Did the songs stimulate any new vocabulary or oral
language patterns that otherwise would not be covered in
teaching?

19.

Do you plan to continue using some of the lessons
provided in the project?

20.

Rate the value of the songs and lessons for enhancing
language and literacy on a scale of 1-5 with 5 being the
highest degree of value.
low

1

2

3

4

5

Additional comments and suggestions:

high
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This project is based on the following premise:

1) every child

should have the opportunity to experience success, 2) success is not
always dependent upon mental ability, 3) achieving success makes
children feel better about themselves and others, and 4) any subject
guaranteeing success deserves a place in the school curriculum.

CHAPTERV
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Summary of Background of Study, Procedures
Used, Sources, Results
The premise for this project was that children's songs in
Spanish could be used to develop activities that would enhance
second language acquisition and literacy skills utilizing the
strategies of the "whole language" teaching approach in the Spanish
Immersion primary grades, K-2.
A review of the literature though not extensive with regard to
the use of music as such, provided general guidelines for the project
particularly in the area of whole-language teaching strategies.
James Moffett and Betty Wagner captured the goals of this effort
when they stated:
"For the most part, music has not been well used in
the teaching of language arts.
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It is usually true that
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when one medium is joined with another, as language
with music, both are enhanced and hold greater interest
for students."

(Moffett and Wagner p.158)

With the guidelines from both the literature and the district
guides, the task of developing "whole language" strategies and
activities with the children's songs was realized.

A variety of

strategies and songs were field tested with district teachers with
very positive results, indicating the utility of the project.

Conclusions
As a result of this project, it was made very evident ~hat
children's songs do lend themselves very well to whole-language
literacy strategies and to providing activities that enhance second
language acquisition.

The learning outcomes of using Spanish

children's songs as a vehicle for addressing curricular objectives
range from development of receptive and expressive language,
vocabulary, creative writing skills, word analysis, meaningful and
purposeful models to imitate, repeat and read, to the development of
questioning strategies.

This musical addition to any language arts
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program provides a substantial transition for children from spoken
to written language structures.
Specifically, some of the other observations as a result of this
project were:
1.

Children enjoy singing songs, creating movement, acting
out the lyrics and reading them.

2.

The songs and lessons were compatible to the children's
level of learning.

3.

The lyrics contained in the songs were simple and clear
both verbally and musically and appropriate to the
children's learning experiences.

4.

The language arts skills were often integrated into the
lessons to involve the children in reading, writing,
listening and speaking.

5.

In all the lessons children were expected to participate
in some way.

They brought their own ideas, skills, and

knowledge to the lesson, and often determined the
direction, or outcome of their learning.
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6.

The activities suggested in this project are "low stress"
contributing to the success of the students because they
emphasize communication rather than mechanical
correctness.

7.

The materials suggested in this collection are authentic
not contrived and are consistent with the nature and
purpose of language. The lessons feature the use of
reading material in a meaningful way.

Recommendations
This project is rich in content because it attempts to address
how music (children's Spanish songs) can be integrated with the
language arts for children learning in a second language program.
The activities developed for the enhancement of literacy skills
and language acquisition through children's songs should be
incorporated into as many Spanish Immersion classrooms as
possible.

In addition, since the models have already been developed,

it would not take much to develop parallel activities using other
languages, including the regular English language program.

Other
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The writer firmly believes that there is still another method
for developing language and literacy that deserves serious attention
by all teachers.

This method is a type of rote learning implementing

children's songs, poems, chants, and nursery rhymes into the
language arts.

The process is as follows:

to the song or poem.

First, the children listen

Second, the teacher teaches the song or poem to

the entire class through echo-fashion.

Manageable parts of the

lyrics are sung by the teacher then the students echo the parts.
Third, when most of the children know the song by heart, the teacher
guides the children as they simultaneously see and say (read and
sing) the song from a chart or transparency.

The final step, the song

is used in a language arts lesson to develop their listening, reading,
writing and listening skills.

The song is read and sung frequently

over a period of time as well as discussed and acted out to increase
comprehension of the lyrics and to extend vocabulary.
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This project has focused on the development of activities
compatible with the "whole language" approach using children's
songs.

Further study is needed to determine the effectiveness of

such strategies and activities.

Studies should be done to measure

the various effects of the different songs/activities/strategies on
the different literacy and language skills of the children.
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APPENDIX .
)

Results of Questionnaire
Responses

Item No.
#2.

Did you use the lesson plan provided?

Pos. 80%

Neg. 20%

#3 .

Was the planning clear and appropriate?

Pos. 100%

Neg. O

#7 .

Did you feel that the children enjoyed and
understood the song?

Pos. 100%

Neg. 0

#8 .

Were the lyrics simple and vocabulary
appropriate?

Pos. 100%

Neg. 0

#9 .

Was the sequence of the song clear, both
verbally and mucially?

Pos . 100% I Neg. O

#10.

Were the lyrics appropriate to the
children's learning experiences?

#11 .

Were the skills introduced in the song
compatible with children's level of
learning?

#16.

Any comments on the quality of the
tape recordings?

#19.

Do you plan to continue using some of the
lessons provided in the project?
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Pos . 100% / Neg . 0

Pos. 100% / Neg. O

Pos. 40% I Neg. 60%

Pos. 100% / Neg . O

